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Abstract 
The topic of this thesis is to present artistic features of Cloudgate（A famous 
dance group in Taiwan）. The thesis has been divided into two parts: the first one is on 
how Cloudgate absorb modern Western dance’s aesthetics. And the second one is on 
how Cloudgate absorb classic Chinese dance’s aesthetics. The first part starts with 
discussion on basic aesthetic features of modern western dance. There are three 
factors—the body, the movement and the strength in modern Western dance. From the 
dissertation on the three above factors, we can see how Cloudgate absorb modern 
Western dance’s feature. Then the thesis deciphers Cloudgate’s aesthetic features in 
the aspect of semeiology. In the second part, firstly, the thesis discuss Chinese classic 
aethetic features reflected by Cloudgate. The discuss starts with the resource of gas, 
the combination of gas and dance and the expression of gas by Cloudgate. Secondly, 
the thesis discuss the expression of life rhythm from the creation of inner intention, 
which starts with the creation of Chinese classic inner intention, and explore further 
aesthetic spirit with the discussion of Chinese life rhythm. 
On the basis of two aspects mentioned above, the thesis come up with the unique 
artistic charm of Cloudgate,namely the amalgamation of both eastern and western 
dance and strong sense of national responsibility and mission. The amalgamation of 
both eastern and western dance and strong sense of national responsibility and 
mission is also the origin of Cloudgate's artistic charm. 
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在经历了 2 月 11 日的大火后，我们很欣慰地看到另外一则云门的新闻： 
中国新闻网（www.chinanews.com）2008 年 2 月 25 日新闻 
 
2 月 11 日凌晨遭火灾的台湾著名现代舞蹈表演团体“云门舞集”
浴火重生。25 日，云门舞集二团在台北举行记者会，由云门创办人林

































































第一章   云门舞集对西方现代舞蹈美学的吸纳与融化 
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